Mather Chat Playbook

For Kate, Chuck, and Sarah

Prepared by: Julia Persche, Paige Hendersen, Remy Tabano, & Roni Greenberg

Problem Statement

The current lecture-based structure
for Telephone Topics lacks an
opportunity for organic human
interaction between participants.

Actionable Steps
Develop
Mather Chat
resources

Conversation
deck, user
profiles,
feedback
survey

Send out user
profiles to
frequent
Mather Chat
attendees

Schedule
“Mather Chats”
for certain days
Run trial events

Decide if Mather
should have staff
full time

Look for: issues
with breakout
rooms, difficulty
getting
conversations
started

Reach out to
breakout room
leaders to ask if
they are interested
in becoming
session leaders

Identify
breakout
room
leaders

Run Mather
Chat in its
final form!

Train session
leaders

Service Blueprint

Mather Chat Session Summary

Chat Cards

Mather staff
leading for
full session,
ask for
volunteers

User Profiles

3 Key Stakeholders

Stakeholders:

Feedback Surveys

Design Principles

Mather Chat Attendee

Responsibilites:

Follow
Mather
guidlines

Just have
fun and talk!

Breakout room
facilitator

Lead
conversation
if there is a
lull

Mather Employee

Accessible

Refer to
Chat Cards

Welcome
participants
as they
come in

Set up
breakout
rooms

Enforce
Mather
guidlines

Record
Feedback

Branded

Unique

Meet people where
they are at with the
kind of technology
with which they feel
most comfortable: the
computer, the phone,
an app, a website, etc.

Content must help
drive traffic, and not
found elsewhere.

Translatable

Engagement

Consistent look,
polished Mather look.

Designed promoting
engagement with the
audience, driving
curiosity and connection.

Find a platform to allow
others to bring programs
to virtual life.

Project Archive

Supporting Work
Final Concept Selection
Mather Chat is a platform where
Telephone Topics participants can
digitally connect to engage in
activities remotely and converse in
pairs or small groups.

Mather Chat

Mather Minds

Mather Archive

"Mather Chat" is an offering outside of Telephone
Topics where participants can engage in
conversations and activities outside of class, such
as messaging one another, setting up small-group
calls, or working on a daily activity (cooking, going
on a walk, crafting, etc.) with others remotely.

"Mather Minds" is an offering where new and
existing Telephone Topics participants have the
option to enroll in a Subject Series, that has a
specific content matter which evolves over several
class meetings.

"Mather Archive" takes the most popular and
engaging Telephone Topics classes from the
previous month and compiles them into a full-day
re-run on Saturdays.

Potential Features

Potential Features

Potential Features

Thank you!

Hi Mather Team,
We just wanted to take a moment to thank you for guiding us throughout this experience,
and providing us with valuable input on our ideas. It was a wholly enjoyable process, and
we are really appreciative of your willingness to explore a variety of different ideas
throughout the design process. We hope this board provides you with all the information
you need, but in case you have any other questions please do not hesitate to ask! We
loved getting to work on a project that felt like it truly can be implemented, and would be
eager to help support you as you try to execute the plans we laid out.
Thanks again!
Best,
Julia, Paige, Remy, and Roni

Feature Guide
Compiled directly from: team brainstorming, peer feedback session, weekly client meeting, and midterm review

Must-have features
Ability for one-on-one or
small group engagement to
emerge around topics such as a craft, cooking, a
Telephone Topics
discussion, and many more
hobbies or subjects of the
participants' choosing

Integrated
concept of a
ritual to create
familiarity at the
beginning or end
of the chat

An introduction of Mather
Chat through Telephone
Topics communication
updates: A contact list of
Telephone Topics
participants who are
interested in further
engagement (and give
permission) is furnished

Nice-to-have features
A peer-led tech
group - a chat
thread for tips
and tricks with
technology

A Mather Chat profile
interface - where
participants can input
their name, contact
information, hobbies
and interests, and
connect with those who
share similarities

There are group
discussion topics
separated around
content (similar to
Slack threads) such
as: cars, recipes, tv,
music, tech, etc.

An area to access
an archive of
previous
Telephone Topics
classes that were
recorded

A shared
calendar system
to determine
compatibility of
schedules for
activities

An app that has a
messaging
platform, video
call, and phone
call feature within
it

A forum for reviews,
ratings, and
recommendations
about Mather
Telephone Topics
classes

A platform to share
content related to
Telephone Topics
classes - such as
recipes, crafts,
songs, videos, and
more

Features NOT included
Paid kit-based
activities that
are received
in the mail

NEW Telephone
Topics class content
(only enriched/
continued learning)

Further considerations

Device distribution
(participants
already have
access to a phone,
tablet, or computer)

"How might
we engage
men in the
Mather
Chat?"

"How might we
add structure to
the Mather Chat
app without it
being moderated
by staff?"

Required extra
homework for
Telephone
Topics classes

"How might we
encourage participants
to explore their own
interests and hobbies
with support from
Mather, while still
maintaining organization
and structure?"

Explore
opportunities for
overlap with
other teams
(supper club &
data)

A contact list of
Telephone Topics
participants who
are interested in
further
engagement is
furnished to those
who give
permission

Small group
clubs emerge
around topics
such as a hobby,
a reading list, or
meal time

A group shared
calendar and
profile system is
established to
determine
compatibility of
schedules and
personality types/
interests

Telephone
Topics
participants
have the
opportunity to
teach others
their specialty

Supporting Evidence
"There are so many
single women who
this would be great
for. My friend lives
alone and loves to
cook; I wish there
were more people
that she could be
engaged with."

"It gets messy if a
bunch of people start
talking at once
during class, so we
don't have the luxury
of hanging out. But I
feel like people kind
of need that."

"Their level of
engagement seems
to be more a
function of their
comfort with
technology. It's the
same people using
the chat."

Kit-based
activities
come in
the mail

Simple
homework
is assigned

Classes start or
end with a ritual
(a thought
question, ice
breaker,
meditation, etc.)

Supporting Evidence
"I could see a
one-on-one
system
helping
disabled
users."

"They learn
from each
other and that
back and forth
makes for
much richer
discussion."

This concept might be
for some, but not for
all Telephone Topics
Participants: "I don't
think people are
coming to these for
serious learning. They
are coming for
edutainment."

"A lot of driving force
comes with
connecting with a
presenter. As people
become engaged
with a presenter, they
seek out going to that
presenter's classes."

Create
interest in
class by
having
enrollment
day

At the end of every
month, a newsletter
is released that states
which classes were
the most popular and
will be featured in the
archive

The staff could
use this as a PR
opportunity
and share it on
their website

Consider
highlight
reel
compilation

Supporting Evidence
"They should take the
classes that drew in the
most people, as a lot of us
would like to re-hear
ones and go to ones that
we missed. They could
be strung together so we
could press play and
listen all day Saturday."

"The interviews
with famous
people are
wonderful; people
are sad if they miss
it, so it'd be great
to rerun them."

